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Superlawn Indigenous bunch plugs are sold in model 128 trays. On special request these grass can also
be produced in Model 200 trays.. They can also be grown in Paper pot model 98 trays. These will be
grown on request.
This manual provides our customers and marketers with information on the grasses that we produce. This
is an ongoing venture and in time will be expanded as time permits and new varieties and species become
available.
What is not commonly known is that we are very fortunate in South Africa to have a wealth of indigenous
material to be able to work from. There are so many grasses around that are waiting to be used in
landscaping situations. As these grasses become available in plug form we at Top Crop/Superlawn intend
showing off the potential of these grasses. They can be quite attractive and be extremely valuable in so
many situations.
However a good basic understanding of these grasses is essential. The incorrect choice of a grass and the
incorrect deployment of a chosen species may lead to disappointment. We hope to be able to assist you in
making the correct choice and use the grass correctly. A selection of grasses follows and we hope you will
have fun and be successful in getting to know our Indigenous Bunch Grasses.

Production is only done in spring.
This is due to the viability of seed and the poor keeping quality f these plugs
over winter. They are seasonal dependant and will tend to go into dormancy in
Winter.
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Bunching grasses are used for
*
Landscaping
*
Re-vegetation of disturbed areas– landfill sites , mines etc.
*
Grazing
*
Special uses such as insect and bird control

Some of the grasses that are available in spring each year are described as follows.
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Ngongoni grass

Introduction:
Indigenous to South Africa
The common name for this grass is Gongoni grass or three awn grass. A dense
tufted grass with many thin culms. The leaves are round and very narrow.
Flowering time is November to May and its most striking appearance is over
this period.
●
●
●
●

A perennial tufted grass
Rolled leaf
No grazing value
A climax grass

Uses and Adaptation:
The grass has no grazing value. It is problematic for farming because it is an indication of poor veld
management and once in place requires specialised treatment to eradicate it. In a pasture situation contact
Superlawn for information how to go about replacing it with grasses of high grazing potential
The grass however has substantial potential in that it will grow in poor soils in wet areas and in heavy clay
soils. One will recognise this grass in vleis. It will grow in warm and cool areas. The grass is quite widely
distributed.
Uses:
The grass has substantial potential in stabilising soil and as a ground cover in many areas. It should be
looked on as a potential for road embankments and other areas requiring stabilising.
For the urban landscaper the grass has massive potential as it is easy to establish, has good drought tolerance,
will grow in poor soils and looks terrific on mass.
There is a small potential to use the grass to manufacture brooms.
The grass is now available in plug form model 128 trays.
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Common thatching grass

Introduction: Indigenous to South Africa
The grass grows in well drained deeper soils. It is considered a climax
grass although it grows on disturbed sites alongside road reserves. It will
therefore survive in poor shallow soils. The grass is well adapted to most
of the Eastern parts of South Africa. It will grow in a wide range of sites
except very dry areas and deserts.
●
●
●
●

A perennial tall erect tufted grass
Leaf blade 1-4mm
Fair grazing value in early season. Best after new growth-fires.
Considered to be a climax grass but also used as a sub-climax
grass

Uses and Adaptation:
The grass will grow in poorer soils and will survive in drought conditions but will not sustain dry climates for
very long periods. Therefore it should be considered as a high production grass for thatching purposes on
better soils. It can also be used on poorer soils where it can be used as
a soil stabilizer.
As the grass grows quite tall and is attractive especially with the long inflorescence in September to March it
is potentially a good landscaping grass.
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Cotton wool grass

Red Baron: A sport of
Imperator cylindrica

Introduction: Indigenous to South Africa
Commonly know as Cotton Wool grass, it is found in higher rainfall areas of the
country. Quite common on the highways of Kwa-Zulu Natal.
●
●
●
●

A perennial creeping grass. It spreads by rhizomes.
Leaves are stiff and hard and wide 5mm to 10mm
Minimal grazing value.
Reasonable ability to spread by seed and its creeping ability

Uses and Adaptation:
The grass is adapted to wet areas such as vleis and riverbanks. It spreads from dense clumps during periods of high rainfall. It has
the ability to stabilise soil, especially in high rainfall areas. The grass is attractive with a pretty cotton wool appearance. The grass
has the ability to be used in landscaping situations. Potentially the grass can be used to regenerate cover on disturbed sites
Red Baron: See picture above.
This is a red form available from Top Crop Nursery for landscaping in 98 starter plugs. This form is only cultivated vegetatively.
Has good salt tolerance
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Bristle leaved Red Top

Introduction: Indigenous to South Africa
The common name for this grass is Bristle leaved Red Top. It is quite
dense. The leaves are blue green nd concentrated at the base like a
fountain. Flowering time is mainly in the summer months. It has a fairly
long flowering period. The grass is not often recognised as it is not often
seen in large areas. It will be seen in disturbed sites and is confused with
Melinis repens ( Natal Red Top )
● A perennial tufted grass
● Rolled leaf
● Low grazing value
● A climax grass
Low ability to spread
Uses and Adaptation:
This grass has massive potential in landscaping situations. The grass is never seen in large enough numbers in
the wild to see the splendid show that this grass is able to exemplify. The grass will survive in poor
environments in poor shallow soils. This allows it to survive singularly where other more dominant species will
not grow. It is considered to be a slow increaser it should be cultivated in a well-drained fertilized situation.
Weeds should be eliminated prior to planting.
The grass will grow to waist height in good soils and as drier conditions begin the leaves turn a blue green and
roll up. If a good season the grass will produce the most magnificent “Bristle Top” which starts off a purple/red
colour turning pink and then eventually white when mature. The seed is viable but requires ideal conditions to
get it to germinate.
The grass should be established by plugs. Plant at about 50 cm centres to get the correct effect.
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Basket grass

Introduction: Indigenous to South Africa
This grass is adapted to dense shade in a forest situation. It does prefer moist conditions and will all but
disappear in drought conditions.

��A perennial creeping or rambling grass.
��Leaf blade is open and shaped like a spear
��No grazing value.
��Reasonable ability to spread by seed and its creeping ability

Uses and Adaptation:
There are few varieties of bunching grasses that will grow well in shade. This grass allows the opportunity to
develop a natural ground cover that can be planted under trees.
The grass can be used as a ground cover or border in shady areas. However sufficient moisture must be made
available to keep the grass going.
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Red Grass (Rooi Grass)

Introduction: Indigenous to South Africa
“Rooi Grass” is probably the most important grazing grass throughout South
Africa. This grass has been
depleted in large areas due to poor farming practices and overgrazing. It grows
in most parts of the country but can differ quite significantly from province to province. In the higher
regions it can grow quite
tall but on the coast it is substantially shorter.
On the wild coast it occurs alongside the beach and almost looks like a turf
grass.
In winter the grass will turn “red” and with its seed head will be quite striking
in large areas.
∑ A perennial tufted grass. It spreads by seed.
∑ Leaves are 2 mm to 8 mm wide with midrib.
∑ High grazing value.
∑ A climax grass of high value
.
Uses and Adaptation:
This grass grows in open grasslands over South Africa. It has the ability t withstand fires and if treated correctly will
form a major part of a healthy veld. The grass can grow in shallow soils and will withstand significant drought. It will
survive on low levels of nutrition. If fed with
fertilizer in deeper soils it must be grazed or mown regularly. Otherwise it will tend to be dominated by other climax
taller growing grasses.
The grass is maintained by good management practices with a high level of seed from its natural bank. Once this
bank begins to be depleted the grass will not sustain itself and is partly why over utilization by grazing will see its
demise.
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Natal Red Top

Introduction: Indigenous to South Africa
The common name for this grass is Natal Red Top. It is a weak grass unless cultivated. The leaves are
dark
green and quite wide and the plant rambles. When dry conditions occur will they turn red/brown.
Flowering
time is extensive. It has a fairly long flowering period September to June. The grass is well recognised
as it
is seen substantially on our road verges. It will be seen in disturbed sites. It is very common and widespread.
��An annual tufted grass
��Open leaf blade

Uses and Adaptation:
This grass has substantial potential in landscaping situations. It can be used as a once off pioneer grass.
However if cultivated the grass will produce the most magnificent display in the first season or two. If replanted
with new plugs the how will repeat itself all over again the same season. We never see this in the wild because the
grass is weak and will be pushed out by other grasses except where it is adapted-poor hardy sites amongst stones
and in poor shallow soils. This allows it to survive in quite large numbers where other more dominant species will
not grow. Weeds should be eliminated prior to planting.
The grass will grow to waist height in good soils and as drier conditions begin the leaves turn red/brown. In a
good season the grass will produce the most magnificent “Red Top” which starts off a purple/red colour
turning pink and then eventually white when mature. The seed is very viable but takes a while to germinate. If
established by plugs in spring and looked after the grass will put on an unbelievable show not seen in the wild.
The grass should be established by plugs. Plant at about 50 cm centres to get the correct effect. It will need to be
replanted every year as it is an annual grass.

